College Works Painting Reference Letter
Gary R. Burkhard
“Satisfied CWP Customer”
7500 Kittansett Lane
Pickerington, Ohio 4317-9080
Would like to recommend College Works Painting and especially Ryan Packard’s team
for your exterior
or interior painting job. They painted the exterior trim of my aluminum siding house in
early May 2005.
7500 Kittansett Lane
Pickerington, Ohio 4317-9080
May 22, 2005
Ryan Packard
148 Poff Drive, Apt. 4C
Pataskala, OH. 43062
Dear College Works Painting Prospective Buyer:
Would like to recommend College Works Painting and especially Ryan Packard’s team
for your exterior
or interior painting job. They painted the exterior trim of my aluminum siding house in
early May 2005.
My wife and I are very pleased with Ryan’s professional courtesy, timeliness of the job,
and the finished
product.
The contract was signed February 2005 with expectation set for the job to be done no
later than mid
May 2005. During that three months Ryan called us twice to check out if we had any
questions or
concerns. We asked for our chosen paint to be applied to a small patch on the trim to
make sure our
choice was the right match of which Ryan was happy to meet our request. At the end of
their first day
of painting Ryan asked me to perform a walk-through with him and one other painter to
check their
work. I asked for some minor improvements in some areas and those were done the
second day.
The job was completed in two days during the normal working hours. Since Ryan wanted
to complete
the job by our requested timeframe he hired additional staff to get it done in between
beginning and
end of week rainstorms. Everything was cleaned up extremely well both days. After my
own walk
through the second day I noticed an area I wanted some additional cleaning and Ryan
assured me it
would be handled the following day (yes, he did get it cleaned). Overall the job was done
very well. My
wife and I are very pleased as well as our neighbors are saying very nice things about our
house.
Before Ryan stopped by our house during a marketing call in February we were about to
give our paint
job to integrity Painting of Pickerington. I was impressed that Ryan spent two hours with
us during the
estimate and absolutely insisted that my wife and I be present. For this he was willing to
do the

estimate on Saturday morning. The price was about the same as integrity but I knew that
with College
Works there was a better guarantee and we were assisting someone who was willing to
work hard for
his education and business.
In summary, would recommend College Works Painting and Ryan’s team for any painting
job. As a
matter of fact we plan on calling him in the future for painting our bathrooms and master
bedroom.
Sincerely,
Gary R. Burkhard
“Satisfied CWP Customer”

